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Abstract — Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-based synthetic 

aperture radar (SAR) systems enable very accurate and cost-

effective monitoring of local areas with unprecedentedly short 

revisit intervals. This paper discusses specific aspects that arise in 

the context of UAV-based multi-baseline SAR interferometry 

(InSAR) for the generation of digital elevation models (DEMs). 

UAV-based SAR systems are often characterized by a large 

fractional bandwidth, thus the common narrowband spaceborne 

approximations yield inaccurate predictions for the geometric 

decorrelation and the critical baseline. A new formulation is 

proposed and validated by simulation. Based on the theoretical 

analyses, a multi-baseline InSAR experiment is planned. The DEM 

performance analysis shows that large baselines enable height 

accuracies in the sub-decimeter range, where geometric and 

volume decorrelation become the limiting factors. This paves the 

way to height measurements with unprecedented accuracy for 

multiple applications.  

Keywords — cooperative SAR, interferometry, multistatic 

SAR, SAR, UAV 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology has advanced 

significantly in recent years, making UAVs particularly 

attractive. The key developments include increased payload 

capacity, improved positioning systems and flying stability, 

extended integration with custom software for user-defined 

trajectory planning, and cost reductions [1]. In the field of 

remote sensing, UAVs have attracted interest for the detection 

of buried objects, such as landmines, by means of ground 

penetrating radars and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 

processing. They benefit from long wavelengths to penetrate 

the ground, allowing as well for retrieving soil, ice or snow 

properties, which also makes them interesting for planetary 

exploration [2] [3]. More recently, UAVs have also gained 

interest for Earth observation because they offer advantages 

over traditional space- and airborne missions. UAVs, on the 

other hand, are easy-to-deploy and cost-effective systems that 

enable very accurate and frequent monitoring of local areas. 

This makes them ideal for studying local-scale dynamic 

processes using densely sampled time-series. Furthermore, 

flying configurations and available bandwidths are generally 

less constrained [4]. These features make UAVs valuable for 

scenarios where traditional systems have restricted capabilities. 

UAVs are also very attractive for the demonstration of 

spaceborne concepts, in terms of multi-platform configurations 

and future wideband spaceborne systems [5]. 

The capabilities of UAV-based SAR systems can be 

exploited to a further extent using multiple cooperative 

platforms, which coherently receive the backscattered echoes 

from multiple angles. They are currently being investigated 

within the KoRaTo project [6].  

Across-track interferometric SAR (InSAR) exploits the 

phase shift between two complex SAR images of the same 

scene acquired from slightly different positions to retrieve 

topographic information in the form of digital elevation models 

(DEMs) [7] [8]. The two SAR images can be acquired at 

different times in monostatic mode (repeat-pass InSAR) or 

simultaneously using two spatially separated antennas in 

bistatic mode (single-pass InSAR). The latter is to be preferred, 

since undesired changes in the scene might occur even over 

short periods and compromise the quality of the resulting DEM. 

The height accuracy of the DEM improves as the distance 

between the antennas (or geometrical baseline), which calls for 

the use of distinct platforms, which, however, need to be 

synchronized. The height accuracy is also affected by the 

interferometric coherence, i.e., the complex cross-correlation 

between the two SAR images. The main coherence loss (or 

decorrelation) sources are the limited signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR), the temporal decorrelation (in the case of repeat-pass 

InSAR), and the geometric baseline decorrelation [9]. The latter 

is due to the fact that the scene is imaged from different incident 

angles, poses a limit to the baseline, and motivates the 

exploitation of multiple baselines (multi-baseline InSAR). 

The aim of this paper is to pose the basis to obtain DEMs 

with unprecedented height accuracy using multi-baseline 

InSAR. Section II presents a novel formulation for the 

geometric baseline decorrelation in wideband InSAR systems 

and Section III addresses a DEM performance analysis which 

accounts for the peculiarities of UAV-based wideband systems. 

II. NOVEL FORMULATION OF THE GEOMETRIC BASELINE 

DECORRELATION FOR WIDEBAND INSAR SYSTEMS 

Spaceborne InSAR models usually assume a long-range 

geometry and narrowband signals [7] [10]. Thus, their validity 

has to be verified for the short-range wide-fractional-bandwidth 

case of the UAVs. A closer analysis reveals that the impact of 

having a short-range geometry is minor. Relative errors in the 



calculation of the height of ambiguity, the critical baseline and 

the impact of localization uncertainty in the DEM are typically 

smaller than 3%. Therefore, spaceborne approximations still 

hold for narrowband signals and narrow swaths, i.e. 20% of 

UAV flying altitude. In contrast, large swaths, i.e., a large 

variation of the incidence angle between near and far range, and 

large fractional bandwidths results in non-negligible effects 

One of its main induced errors is the geometric baseline 

decorrelation, which is discussed in the following for a repeat-

pass InSAR scenario. 

A. Derivation of the geometric baseline decorrelation 

Let us consider the interferometric geometry represented in 

Fig. 1, where �� , � ∈ �1,2	  are the positions of the radar 

platforms 1 and 2, respectively,  
� are the slant-ranges, �� are 

the angles of incidence, � is the height of platform 1,  is the 

angle between both platforms, and � is the baseline which can 

be decomposed in the parallel, �∥, and the perpendicular, ��, 

components. Note that a flat terrain is considered for simplicity. 

To derive the geometric baseline decorrelation the signal model 

from [11] and a similar procedure are considered. The down-

converted signal in platform 1 may be approximated as 

�� ���
� sin ��� � ����  !"#$%�&'() ��*(+,� -./ 0+" ∗ 2 ���

� sin ��� 

  (1) 

where ∗  denotes convolution, 3�� � 4��  ��� , ! is the 

displacement from ��  in the y-axis, 2� � 267�  is the central 

frequency, ���" is the terrain reflectivity and 2 ���
� sin ��� is 

the impulse response of the system. Note that the impulse 

response of the system does not depend on 3��, which only 

introduces a phase shift to the received signal. The signal model 

is valid for both pulsed and frequency-modulated continuous-

wave (FMCW) radars. Defining 8 � ! �
�, it yields 

���8 ⋅ sin ��" � � ���  8:2 � #$%��;(� �*(+#$%;(�<⋅-./ 0+" 
∗ 2�8 ⋅ sin ��".    (2) 

Then, Fourier transforming (2) with respect to 8, it results in 

=��2" � 
�2  2� sin ��"#$%�&'() �*(+> � ;
-./ 0+�,  (3) 

where 
�2" and >�2" are the Fourier transforms of the terrain 

reflectivity, � ���  <�
� � , and the system impulse response, 2�8", respectively. Similarly, the signal corresponding to the 

second platform can be written as  

=��2" � 
�2  2� sin ��"#$%�&'() �*(&> � ;
-./ 0&�.   (4) 

The Fourier transforms of both signals show that the imaged 

reflectivity is shifted by 2� sin ��, while the imaged bandwidth 

is stretched by a factor 1/ sin ��.  For narrowband signals, the 

shrinkage of the imaged bandwidth can be neglected, but this is 

not the case for wideband signals. It can be shown that the 

frequency shift and bandwidth shrinkage are equivalent to a 

model that projects the imaged frequencies of the transmitted  

 
Fig. 1.  Cross-track InSAR geometry. 

 
Fig. 2.  Ground-range projected spectra of the two SAR images. Overlapping 
and non-overlapping regions are indicated. 

spectra on the ground [7] [12]. If the projected frequencies are 

denoted as 7@, then the projected frequencies for the platforms 

1 and 2 are given by, respectively, 7@,� � 7 sin �� and 7@,� �7 sin ��. The greater the overlap between the imaged ground 

reflectivity spectra of the two SAR images, the higher the 

coherence between them. Thus, the geometric correlation 

coefficient may be computed considering common and non-

common spectrum parts as proposed in [10]. Under the 

assumption of rectangular spectra and for �� A �� , the 

projected spectra as well as the overlapping parts look as 

depicted in Fig. 2, where 7@,�BCD and 7@,�B�E are the projections of 

the maximum and minimum transmitted frequencies for each of 

the platforms. The coherence may then be written as 

FGH �  2 IJ,&KLM$IJ,+KNO
P�IJ,+KLM$IJ,+KNO�,�IJ,&KLM$IJ,&KNO�Q .  (5) 

Note that a factor of 2 must be considered between the common 

and non-common parts because the latter appear only in one of 

the two SAR images. Substituting the values of all frequencies, 

(5) can be expressed as 

FGH �  �
RS

T�,RSU -./�0+$V0"$T�$RSU -./ 0+-./ 0+,-./�0+$V0"     (6) 

for Δ� X Δ��Y�Z ,  where �[ � �GH/7�  is the fractional 

bandwidth of the system, Δ� � �� \ �� is the interferometric 

angle, Δ��Y�Z is the interferometric angle corresponding to the 

critical baseline, and �GH is the system bandwidth. Note that Δ� 

cannot be directly approximated as Δ� ] ��/
�  like in 

spaceborne systems because the flying formation has a notable 

influence, since the condition �� ≪ 
�  does not hold. With 

reference to the geometry in Fig. 1, it can be instead written as 

Δ� � arctan � RcG+$R∥�.     (7) 

The critical baseline, ��,�Y�Z , is the baseline for which both SAR 

images become completely uncorrelated. From the result of the 

geometric decorrelation of (6), it may be derived imposing: 

FGHdRc,)eNf � 0.     (8) 



Analogous derivations can be made for the bistatic case. The 

frequency shift and, therefore, the baseline decorrelation are  

smaller than for the monostatic case, and are exactly half when 

very similar incident angles are assumed, thus in agreement 

with the spaceborne case [10].  

The expression of the baseline decorrelation obtained in (6) 

is validated with the results of simulations and compared with 

the approximation used in spaceborne scenarios given by [9] 

FGH h[C�i � j1 \ RcRc,)eNf kSL)l , �� X ��,�Y�Z h[C�i
0, �� m ��,�Y�Z h[C�i

      (9) 

where the critical baseline may be expressed as 

��,�Y�Z h[C�i � nG+Rop� tan ��.   (10)  

The comparison is shown in Fig. 3. The parameters of the UAV 

system considered are 7� � 2.5 GHz, �GH � 3 GHz [3], with a 

platform altitude of � � 100  m. The curves will scale for 

different flying heights, obtaining the same coherence for larger 

or smaller baselines.  It becomes clear that the coherence is 

notably overestimated when increasing the baseline if the 

spaceborne approximation is used. This will cause a mismatch 

between predicted and obtained interferometric performances 

when using relatively large baselines. Given that the baseline 

decorrelation obtained notably differs from the spaceborne 

approximation, the critical baseline varies accordingly resulting 

in smaller values. This outcome is relevant because the largest 

usable baseline does not increase linearly with the bandwidth as 

expected from the spaceborne approximation in (10). 

B. Further options 

Filtering the SAR signals to a common bandwidth to avoid 

decorrelation at the expense of resolution is used to improve the 

final performance. The non-common ground spectral 

components are filtered out. The two passband filters used are 

defined depending on the frequency shift and with the same 

bandwidth [12]. In a wideband scenario, the bandwidth 

shrinkage needs to be considered, thus both filters have to be of 

different bandwidths. Furthermore, in a geometry with a large 

variation of the incidence angle across the swath, different 

frequency shifts and spread factors occur. The implications of 

forming an interferogram from two SAR images with different 

bandwidths therefore need further investigation.   

III. DEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL 

DEMONSTRATION 

A. Objectives 

A measurement campaign for multi-baseline repeat-pass 

interferometry has been planned and performed. Its objectives 

are to demonstrate the theoretical results. The capabilities of 

absolute ranging methods [13] [14] will be analyzed as well.  A 

variety of measurement configurations in terms of different 

platform heights and interferometric baselines has been defined. 

The acquisitions in this first experiment are performed in a 

repeat-pass strip-map mode, and serve as a preparation of future 

multi-baseline single-pass InSAR.  

 
Fig. 3.  Comparison between geometrical decorrelation obtained with the 
spaceborne approximation, the derived exact expression and the simulation. 

Table 1.  System parameters assumed in the DEM performance analysis. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Frequency band 1 - 4 GHz Drone speed 2 m/s 

Transmit power 10 dBm Duty cycle 0.8 

System noise figure 5 dB Antenna gain 6 dBi 

Additional losses 3 dB Antenna mounting 45˚ 

Pulse repetition 

frequency 

1 kHz Beamwidth in 

azimuth  

50˚ 

Signal quantization 12 bits Beamwidth in 

elevation 

60˚ 

B. Interferometric performance analysis 

A detailed DEM performance analysis has been conducted 

for each of the configurations that are planned to be tested. The 

analysis is similar to [8], but adapted to the specific case of the 

UAVs. The UAV-mounted radar system considered is detailed 

in [3], [4]. To compute the SNR, the system parameters from 

Table 1 and the sigma nought model for soil and rock, VV, L-

band from [15] are assumed. The main contribution to volume 

decorrelation is considered to be ground penetration, which is 

computed using the model in [16] for a mid-moisturized soil. 

The geometric baseline decorrelation is modelled as presented 

in Section II. Range and azimuth ambiguities are negligible due 

to the low flying altitudes of the UAVs and the low speeds, 

respectively. Instead, right-left ambiguities have to be 

considered due to the wide antenna beamwidth. The geometric 

and volume decorrelations are the most important decorrelation 

sources, in contrast to spaceborne systems, where the finite 

SNR is the limiting factor. Both of them have a greater impact 

on the steepest incident angles and large baselines.  

The impact of possible additional degradations has also 

been studied. The flying accuracy of the UAVs is in the order 

of a meter due to GNSS localization. A swath overlapping of 

30% and a margin with respect to the nominal trajectory are 

defined to account for this. Its impact is more considerable for 

low flying altitudes. The accuracy of the positioning system is 

in the order of 1 cm. Because of it, the DEM may have 

systematic displacement or tilt smaller than 2 cm and 2 cm/m, 

respectively, and height errors lower than 10 cm, which are 

reduced to less than 3 cm for large baselines. To account for a 

possible underestimation of the interferometric coherence, an 

additional 10 % margin in the interferometric phase errors is 

considered, which results in height errors smaller than 2 cm. 

The predicted height accuracies of the DEM are in the sub-

decimeter range for an independent post-spacing of 0.25 m t 

0.25 m.  Fig. 4 shows the predicted height accuracy for the 



 

Fig. 4.  Predicted height accuracy (90%) for a flying altitude of 20 m, different 

horizontal baselines, and an independent post-spacing of 0.25 m t 0.25 m. 

aforementioned UAV system, a flying altitude of 20 m above 

ground level and different horizontal baselines. These curves do 

not include the previously discussed additional degradations. In 

general, the height accuracy improves as the baselines increase. 

However, the height accuracy deteriorates for steep incident 

angles and very large baselines due to the notable effects of the 

geometric and volume decorrelation. Phase unwrapping is 

challenging for such accuracies. However, we can use multiple 

baselines and absolute ranging. In the experiment design, it has 

been shown that, due to the large fractional bandwidth, the 

achievable accuracy with absolute ranging methods may be 

comparable to interferometry and hence they can be used to 

help in phase unwrapping. A similar performance was obtained 

as well for platform heights up to 40 m. Thus, the instantaneous 

coverage can be notably increased while keeping a great height 

accuracy if the transmit power is sufficient. The swath width 

goes from 6.5 m for H = 5 m to 40 m for H = 30 m, considering �� ∈ u20°, 60°x. 
The acquisitions are designed to have some overlaps so it 

will be possible to check that everything fits together. For 

further verification, a ground truth of some areas will be 

acquired using a three-dimensional laser scanner. 

C. Test site 

The test site selected for the experiment contains some 

topography variations and portions of different types of soil 

with different properties, i.e., grass, clay, gravel and sand. 

Furthermore, a small artificial scene consisting of a metallic 

mesh with randomly distributed gravel on top is set to ensure 

very reduced penetration. It will also allow to isolate the volume 

decorrelation from the rest of the contributions to the coherence 

loss. The metallic mesh avoids the penetration. The gravel is 

needed to avoid the periodicity of the mesh and the specular 

reflection of the radar signal on it. The artificial scene will be 

set as well following a desired topography.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS 

This paper poses the basis for UAV-based multi-baseline 

SAR interferometry. It has been shown that decorrelation 

models derived previously for narrowband spaceborne 

scenarios overestimate the coherence and the critical baseline 

in wideband InSAR systems. Therefore, an exact formulation is 

proposed, which is validated by simulation and will be 

corroborated experimentally. Unprecedented DEM height 

accuracies in the sub-decimeter range are feasible with UAVs. 

While this work focuses on interferometry of surfaces for 

which no penetration is desired, wide fractional bandwidth of 

UAVs can also be used to invert the trend of the interferometric 

coherence versus frequency and retrieve the three-dimensional 

structure of semi-transparent media, thereby opening a new 

opportunity for tomographic SAR imaging [17]. 
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